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TH EY

1$ the electioneering racket begins to get under way, the various baits
n which the politicians hope will encourage us to swallow their hooks,
jto make th lr appearance,
the baits are pretty stale. If there ts anything which confirms
bur opinion of the poverty of thought current in politics today,
| staleaess and superficiality of the policies of the electioneering
fcentaiiy, *both parties are
■ eir appeal to the people
kord of the government of
«
years. The ConservaBuacjcing it*and the Labour
apparently, smugly confel they have a good record,
Jaffo rd to rest on their
Remitting, perhaps, some
Brings, but claiming that no
(rty would have done better.
|b e latter point we are inT igree. Anarchists do not
pities only because politiTd ishonest. Most of them
lour criticism of existing
Jwhicfc might be answered
Idealistic conception, the
Hpliiician, could ever be propn sufficient numbers to
fe e —goes much further than
Wtc maintain that any political
Baking on the government of
pal ist state, has to act in
fwell-defined ways. The rules
P game demand it, and although
petal differences may be apparthe various political prpfees, in practice—they operate
fcfuch the same.
Labour’s Tory Policy
le pointed out last week the growing

ferity of the party programmes, and
J e ir sham arguments develop, the
Bosses become less and less.
all the years of the Labour
prnment, we have had operating in
Ffiame a Tory foreign policy. This
(admitted from the very beginning of
f e r rule, when Ernie Bevan took over
■Foreign Office and announced his
by of “continuity'’. And certainly,
f e e British soldiers, sailors and air1 who since 1945 have had to carry
on the battlefields of the world the
■ntinuity” policy of the men who sit
■offices, the fact that we had a Labour
pern mem instead of a Conservative
|st have seemed a very academic
■finction indeed.
■ As the nationalisation of industry after
Jfiim ry took place, too, a retreat from
Wfc so-called socialism which inspired the
first takeover began to be apparent. The
Struct ure of the iron and steel industry—
B e last to be taken over—is very differlent, from that of coal-mining*—the first.
I Hot all the steel industry has been

POPE

nationalised, to start with, only the big*
gest firms having come under Stale con
trol, and among them, competition, cm
the good old Tory principle, is
encouraged.

T he Tories’ Labour Policy
On the other side, the Conservatives
having realised that the Welfare State is
here to stay, are claiming that they
thought of it first. While maintaining
their opposition to nationalisation, they
are announcing that they will hand back
to private hands only two of the State’s
industries—steel and road transport.
And it is interesting to note that these were
the only two which were, before nation
alisation. completely in , private hands
and were making a profit. The power
industries—gas and electricity (and water)
—were partly under municipal control,
and the railways and coal mines had
been either losing money for years, or
growing steadily more inefficient through
lack of capital replacement. These in
dustries the Tories are quite happy to
leave in State hands.
And while Labour are wooing the
middle classes^ to get their votes, the
Tcries are now*wooing the workers, to get
theirs. The latest stunt from Conserva
tive headquarters is not only the sugges
tion for an Excess Profits Tax—except
on profits ploughed bade as capital—
but also the plotting of a “Workers’
Charter”, to be worked out with the
employers and the unions “to secure
greater unity and cooperation in in
dustry by giving work people security,
incentive, and status, and to encourage
co-partnership and profit-sharing”. Are
we really expected to fall for that sort of
stuff?
Incidentally, in his speech at the
recent T.U jC. Conference, Hugh Gahskdl suggested that maybe production
bonuses and profit-sharing schemes might
be the answer to the Socialist search for
incentives in an inflationary period.
For years the Liberal Party has been
the only one putting forward co
partnership and profit-sharing as parts of
their policy. Now both the Labour and
Conservative Parties are picking at the
rags of Liberal thought, seeking patches
for their own threadbare theories.

Ignoring the Fundamentals

What a farce it all is I All the argu
ments, all the venom, the mud, the
hullabaloo of an election—what does it
all mean? The fundamental questions
are , the very ones which the parties

choose to ignore.

We, the ordinary people, who seek
nothing but the saisfaction of our simple
needs in return for our just contribution

ATTACKS

SEX

T HE Pope has recently launched sometimes because of them) the
Jr
a* vigorous attack on “sex attitude of society is still pre
I bpoks” urging Catholic fathers of dominantly anti-sexual. The Pope
'T allies throughout the world to shrewdly plays on this when he
to combat “this plague”. He declares that the “sexual propa
; id reported to have declared that ganda . , . seemed to take no
j'^this sexual propaganda exaggerated account of the experience of the
■beyond all measure the importance ages that sex Initiation and in
la n d the significance of sex in normal struction could only be gravely
unhealthy and prejudicial unless
m itt
The Roman Catholic Church in closely linked to constant discipline,
fipery country is the main bulwark to vigorous self-control and, above
gainst progress in regard to legisla- all, to resort to the supernatural
!' don affecting sexuality, or provision forces of prayer and the sacra
of facilities for birth control advice. ments.”
| The “Catholic vote” deters all poliIt is necessary to say once again
| deal parties from campaigning for
progressive sexual ends. Despite all that “discipline” and “self-control”
fiis, it is fair to say that sexual (meaning abstinence rather than the
* Morals have undergone something proper realisation of natural desires
of a revolution in the past thirty in healthy love associations) are the
year. Abstinence and ascetic codes seed bed for neuroses, sexual delin
f f behaviour are gradually being quency and sadistic crimes. And
Recognised for the life denying forces that the sex-denying teachings of
fhey are.
religion lay the foundations for the
l Nevertheless, despite the enor- almost universal unhappiness in
fnous volume of books on sex (and marriage.
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DISHONOURABLE
ARMIES

START

to society; who seek to fife in pease
with the peoples of a0 nations* nea&er
explorttng nor bring exploited; wfro have
our creative abdises and would find
satisfaction to using them to the t all for
the benefit of alh—what have we to
by choosing between one set of master*
or another?
The nagging fear at the bask of aft
our minds of another world war, is a
fear which the continued existence of
goyemmem-^no matter what its label—
will make a certainty. Both Tory and
Labour are agreed on re-armament—even
the “rebels*’ in the Labour Party object
only to the degree of re-armament—and
they both carefully skate over the
obvious fact that none of their promises
can come to fruition became—to put h
in a nutshell—they are hell-bent for
destruction.
We shall do well to resist the advances
of those who woo us with such tawdry
offerings, for such dangerous ends.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN SAYS
HE IS A N ANARCHIST
ITOR years the Communists have
claimed the great film comedian,
Charlie Chaplin, as, at least, a fellow
traveto-. And the current American
hysteria, which labels as Communist
anyone not a patriotic enthusiast for the
American way of Ufe. has helped the

UixiriozL

Now. however, in an interview with
Paul Holt, published in the Doily Herald
25/9/51, we get ChapSo’s own admission.
Hoft writes:—
“I asked him if he was a Communist.
Down in the valley men hate him be
cause they believe he is.
" Communist? I’m a comic!' he said,
as though to be a comk: was more im
portant. ‘I can't understand Karl Marx,
so how can I be a Communist? I
thick . . . ” he said, pondering, T am an
anarchist. I wish . . . I wish governments
would go away and leave people alone
more. People can get along without
governments. I can’.”
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HJTTARISM is sddofm subjected to dispassionate examination.
Those who re$2ird war as a necessary evil $s£s consent to leave it at
that and Atsnncs it s© ffarihsr. F o r Mto-ttulitansts it is so sfilf-evidently
v.Tons thm
titers
be? do zeal ctisjussion. orily denimciii.tion.
O f course, sack a sm eraEsarian as
incosaspie&eJy n n e. F reedom

tiles to j**arming irv* piace of war is modern life and so examines some
aspects at
of nsEtsosm. Then there are those, like M ussofeu
who expound a pihSoscf&y of war as bos an evil bat the cradle of
certain virtues- Hr a te r Read, in some chapters of Poetry and
Anarchism.
risk siew as pin forward by an Englishman,
Douglas JearokL Bui Fmebbom M mm end and Docglas Jenrold at the
other are exoep&GBS. In the
it remains true that militarism is
generally imdiscassed, osdy supported or deoffunoad.

Unmoor o f the German Soldier
The subject Mew iap hAMdng
some remarks about thft honottir d
the German Ainiy m the course cf
comment on wh&ifostr GesrmauT
should oemtotete io Emnpe's defmce. Obvionsfy, if the European
defence forces are to oonaain d e 
ments of the German Army, ii will
not help co-operation modi to stress
the atrocities, brma&ies,- war
crimes, etc,, cornminad by German
Geaeols. Bui the storm broke
when Mr. R. T. Paget, K .C , XLP_
declared that the German Army
fought well and honourably srd
compared its commandos to FieldMarshals Montgomery or Alexander.
He has also published a book at
tacking the trial of General Manstsffi (for whom he acted as rkferre
oounselX which has
fcsxh a
lofty, if somewhat unconvincing

NOTEBOOK
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CIR GEORGE SCHUSTER, speaking
*3 at a Ministry of Labour Manpower
Exhibition last week stressed the need for
a new attitude to Industrial Relation*
He gaid, “The ideal objective, should be
to make each industrial unit a har
monious, live cc-c negating communiry
spontaneously wcix^rg ^gether for a
common purpose.”
This may sound very much like an
anarchist attitude to industry. But is
case anyone is under the illusion that
Sir George is putting over an anarchist
’line’, let us pursue his remarks a im*e
further. He assured the meeting that he
was not advocating what was usually
known as workers’ control, as it was
“impossible to conduct a modern. in
dustrial enterprise successfully without
the exercise of authority, without the
guidance of leadership, and without the
practice of discipline. The rank and file
could not themselves supply the creative
leadership which was required.”
When Sir George speaks of spon

taneously working together, for a com
mon cause,” we know be means the
successful “exercise of authority”. How
meaningless can words become?

i WHY DO TH EY DO IT?
W E Ihave, when necessary, deplored

TT the “workers right or wrong” atti
tude so prevalent in left-wing movements.
We think that organised labour often
behaves in a very foolish way. We
had, for example, recent strikes against
foreign labour in industry, and whilst
we recognise that unity ts strength, we
believe it only to be so when it is the
unity of all workers, in all industries
and in all countries.
There is another case in point, where
two thousand workers from a Glasgow
engineering firm struck against the refusal
of a feJlow worker to rejoin their union
(Amalgamated Engineering) after he had
resigned for personal reasons. The man
iefi his job after eleven years, rather
than re*oix We do rot yet know the

rebate from the form
former
a Attorney-

A rcccat

Times, however, has broken
this general rule, wMi die rather
snrprmng (to some people) result
that the views of asairihisas have
been to some exteol vindicated by
people who ceartamly do do* share
anarchist general txmvicai£?2is.

A u th o rity

full Story of the .~as: - bsst s m ay he that
the man had nnnbd d to rnhai a racket
the unions really sr
la any ease, th? old areznos ais against
non-union men do not e&sdsss efiy appuv
any more. To-day, it is the loyal irade^
nmonisi who is the boss*s man the
G O l £ i i if B @ l

General. Sir H a n k y Sh&wcrass.
Fagea's tetter provoked a storm of

criticism. One writer, Mr. Dl P .'W tky.
quotes MnssolmTs dicTcra "M eve. fight,
obey," and declares list! German sokbers
who canted can atroriries m obedience
to orders freon above were gmky: '"If

the msn who serve in a European army
are xo have a code of XZreacrt, ocmhatterc. obbedire.' they wd) not be
soldters of a 'free' Europe in any- sense."
Occupation Authorities

Leons Levy, wririi^ as \tecchairmMi
of the Socialisi Imensaxiowal, reminds
readers of the shooiir^; off hostages and
xbe mass execurioc of cmlians carried
oia ly xbe German Array. *Tt is west
even necessary," be adds. To refer to
Poland." SmcjpnageL the Commander*
inO aef in Paris *hHiag the occupation,
writes Levy, ~wa$ net a member of the
SSu nor off the S.A~ and was pro ha My
not even a Mari: he w m t general of
rite regular army, belierife cenamh in
the honour off the WemmaehL The
tumble is. that the sense off honour of
Ge^ral Sroelpsiasel, off the
majerin off the German gsierids. and of
than- champions JRe Mr, Paget, » quite
ifineresfl from xbe sense Jof hooour off
die common people in Europe,"
.\norber wraer, C h Hamscm, points
<sat ihai German rmlirarism kilU the
"sokSer's sense off personal moral respocsM iiy" Bui, unlifce the other
writers so far. be seats* to have an
imessy fedi^g ihai cnexpressed nattenal'
ipB is preseau ©ader all itm arguntentarion. for be concludes his letter thus:
Mr. Pagsi indulge ia comparisons
between the WehrsBachi and the Allied
armies. It is probably true that die
aped armies commmed atrocities. Bui.
S' be bdieves m oDUiparisoes which
s«m io me irrekvant, would he cite a
sn^le instance where any of the forces
® p e west systematically committed
airociies in pursuance of superior
orders?"
Allied Atrocities

S iip p O u lg y .

WOTtsR are finding that looking fo r srnv
real advancement through ihe unScms

becoEsing mcreasai^gly ftinje.
Miliiam action today is abva\s booffirial, non-nniou. h is a fel?
iho'efOTe to see workers gill irTocripp
the dosed shop when a patently
nothing bm easier control over the
workers by the emp]oyer-T.U. official
partnership.

HOUSEW IVES BOYCOTT
RATION BOOKS
TV7E have often pointed oat the fallacy
W ^ basing fooghi a war against
totalitarianism to establish freedom, six
years later we are siiB carrying Identity
Cards, and are subject to a rationing
system. Although there have been a few
signs of discontent among the general
public, usually finding expression in
individual acts of rebellion against the
use of Identity Cards and Ration Books,
there have been few large and organised
protests. We therefore welcome the
news that the Shrewsbury Housewives'
Association, in collaboration with other
branches of their Midlands Federation
have derided to refuse to collect their
new ration books m May,

TRADE WITHOUT MONEY
TT is reported that South Wales is to
* send to Finland 42J000 tons of anthra
cite in exchange for pit props. We do
not suppose that this ts a step towards
anarchism, but it gives us another
example of how, even in this society',
goods « « be exchanged without the use
Of money,
R.M,

Paget, tanself, thrown on the diefeassive was able to come back with some
powerful body-blows, but at the same
rime exposed the weakness off the
militarist position. In an able letter
off 2$th September, be wrote: “Mr
Gnsrchill his said that the Germans
must contribute (to European defence*
that is> on ht»iooraMe terras. Otptam
Gddeft Han has quoted General
Eisenhowers scaiemen* recognising that
the Wehrmaeht fought honourably, and
Mr. Eden has endorsed that statement.
This and the release of the Wehrmaeht
ootranaoders ts necessary if GcrraaA
■soldiers in a European army are to
respect rbemselx'es <w be respected by
tbear own people." Such is a logical
position for those who see trnvck as
the essential elements of alliances and
political line-ups.
Paget scores in drawing attention to
the fact that "the honour off a saldter"-—
winch he admits to be "an inadequate
creed for a fully civilised human being"
—nevertheless has "on countless occa
sions caused sokhm to mitigate (he
savagery' off political directives. The
snaktu of milnary history is ccwstantly
being streck by the fact that m war the
politician is almost invariably tw it
savage than the soldier, and this in
cludes democratic politicians."

MV a r ts Horrible0
Finally, answering Mr. Htmson'*
chaltenge regarding allied atnxitic*
mined under orders. Page* declares: A
second atomic bomb was dropped
N^asaki. at a time when ii was known
I T Continued v i H N
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A

New

Political

Views

Tract,

on

a

Thriller,

Godwin’s

In 1794, the year after the appearance of William Godwin’s Political
Justice the great classical exposition of anarchism, a novel by the same
writer was published under the title Things A s They Are; or, the Adven
tures o f Caleb Williams. Although the last reprinting of this book was
half a century ago, it is attracting a great deal of attention from literary
critics, and we summarise below some of the new views bn this book
which appeared to Shelley “as a wind that tears up the deepest waters
of the mind.”
n r HE revival of interest in the life and
A writings of William Godwin, so far
as the reading public outside the anar
chist movement is concerned, began with
the publication in 1946 of George
Woodcock’s William Godwin, A Bio
graphical Study, and in his foreword to
this book Herbert Read wrote, “in the
y$ftr$ that lie immediately ahead of us,

HERBERT READ ON
BRITISH ART
CO NTEM PO RARY
B R IT IS H
A R T by H e rb e rt R e a d . (P e li
c a n Book, 3 / 6 d .)
TN this interesting Pelican there are
seventy plates, six of them in
colour, a biographical section and a
list of books. There are also twentyseven pages of text being a “report
on the situation of the arts of paint
ing and sculpture in Great Britain
a t the m id-point of the twentieth
century” , and mentioned therein are
the names of over one hundred
artists. It is therefore surprising to
find that some really im portant
artists working in the period under
discussion—from 1910—should be
left out entirely, and some men
tioned so cursorily as alm ost to
negatrvise their achievements. And
although H erbert R ead in his open
ing paragraph explains the diffi
culties he has been faced with,
nevertheless one feels that mention
should be m ade of the work of
Eric Gill in estimating the signi
ficance of the revival of British
sculpture, and of Bernard M eninsky,
M ark G ertler, Sam Haile, and
Gerald Wilde in painting, particu
larly Wilde who so accurately anti
cipated the contem porary scene ten
to fifteen years ago. Also, it is to
be regretted that the brief reference
to Jankel A dler recording his in
fluence on three of to-day’s younger
painters, conveys nothing of A dler’s
own considerable achievem ent H e
did spend the last ten years of his
life here and much of his best work
was produced in England.
However, these omissions cannot
detract much from what is an ex
trem ely useful little book. The
sections dealing with H enry M oore
and G raham Sutherland are m ost
helpful in the further understanding
o f their work, and the final pages
are given over to a summing-up of
of the situation of m odern English
a rt which is perhaps the best thing
in the whole book, containing as it
does popular argum ents against
m odern art and some very effective
answers to them.
R oy Sackman .

FREEDOM BOOKSHOP
William Godwin, A Biographical
Study
Georg* Woodcock

5 /-

T his 260-pafiC biography des
cribed Godwin's life and ideas
with many extracts from his
writings.

Selections

Politic* I Justice
W illiam Godwin

3d.

Introduced by George Woodcock.
On Property
William Godwin

67-

from

of the ena on pro
A rej
perty from the origin, edition.
[
by
H. S. Salt.
Editei
On Law
i voodwin
Godwin's
An abridgem ent
a

The Little

Id.

on law.

Fellow

end T. Nik lei 15/“ It is a great achievement thus
to enlarge the frontiers of sym
pathy. Mr. Cotes and Miss
Niklaus, in their calm but stimu
lating study, have, as is right,
examined Chaplin very seriously,
regarding him as an artist and a
poet as well as a superb
comedian. That, to my mind, is
the way in which he ought to
be approached."
P. C

— H arold N icholson in

Ttu Observer.

Obtainable from
97 r e d lia n s t 9 lo n d o n ,

n .c.i

or

his name and his message will be re
animated.” In the same year the Uni
versity of Toronto reprinted the Enquiry
Concerning Political Justice in a three
volume edition edited by F. E. L.
Priestley, and this edition was made
available in this country in 1948 by the
Oxford University Press. Last year,
Messrs. Allen and Unwin reprinted their
edition of the section on Property from
Political Justice and published William
Godwin; A Study in Liberalism by David
Fleisher. Another book, Godwin and the
Age of Transition by A. E. Rod way is
announced for publication this autumn.
But so far no publisher has re-issued
Caleb Williams.*
Godwin’s declared intention in his
novel was to spread the teachings of
Political Justice to the larger audience of
novel-readers, and he says in his preface:
"What is now presented to the
public is no refined and abstract
speculation; it is a study and delinea
tion of things passing in the moral
world. It is but of late that the
inestimable importance of political
principles has been adequately appre
hended. It is now known to philoso
phers that the spirit and character of
the government intrudes itself into
every rank of society. But this is a
truth highly worthy to be com
municated to persons whom books of
philosophy and science are never
likely to reach. Accordingly, it was
proposed in the invention of the fol
lowing work to comprehend, as far as
the progressive nature of a single story
would allow, a general review of the
modes of domestic and unrecorded
despotism, by which man becomes the
destroyer.”
The plot is summarised by George
Woodcock as follows—
“A feud arises between two country
gentlemen, Tyrrel, a coarse bully, and
Falkland, a cultured man who has
imbibed all the "poison of chivalry’.
Tyrrel humiliates Falkland in a quar
rel, and is murdered by his rival who
allows two innocent yeomen to be
hanged in his place. Caleb Williams,
Falkland’s secretary, chances upon his
secret and is kept silent by the threats
of his master. Eventually, he tries to
escape from his service, but is caught
and sent to prison on a capital charge
of stealing jewellery which has been
secreted among his effects. After
several attempts he escapes and joins
a gang of thieves, whose nobility of
action is used admirably to accentu
ate the corruption of law-abiding
society. He then flees to London,
where he is detected, and brought to
trial, but his master, fearful of ex
posure, does not appear, and he is set
free. His freedom, however, is illu
sory, for wherever he goes the agents
of his enemy follow, stimulating the
prejudices of the people among whom
he lives, so that he becomes an out
cast from their society. Eventually,
Williams is persecuted to the end of
his endurance and resolves to expose
his master. He and Falkland are
brought face to face, and in a dramatic
scene in which Caleb speaks with a
sincerity that moves all the beholders,
Falkland, a dying man, confesses and
praises the rectitude of his accuser.”
“ Into this story,” George Woodcock
comments, “Godwin contrives to work
all the principal ideas of Political Justice,
and to expose ail the major injustices
of his day. He describes eloquently the
tyranny by which landowners were at the
time destroying the peasantry. His in
dictment of the prison system is made
more formidable by his personal indigna
tion at the sufferings which many of the
radicals underwent while he was writing
\Caleb Williams. From these partial
tyrannies he demonstrates the general
|tyranny by which the great in wealth
and position enslave the minds and dwarf
the lives of their weaker neighbours. The
positive institutions of society are means
to uphold this tyranny. Coercion and
punishment are shown in their full folly
and injustice. The doctrine of necessity
is invoked to explain the waywardness
of criminals, and the benevolence of a
society of equal and free men is shown
as the antidote to social evils. But it is
also emphasised that such a condition
can be attained not by force, as the
admirable thieves attempted, but by the
power of education and example.”
_jM r. Roy Fuller, writing in Tribune
(24/3/50) on The Importance of Caleb
L*The Inst edition in the author's lifetime was
Lthat of 1832 in the “ Standard Novell" icrici
md the last reprints were in Routledae’i "HalfForgotten Books" In 1903, and by George
Nevmet in 1904, both long out of print.

a

Spiritual

Drama l

CALEB

WILLIAMS

Williams, concentrates upon the book's
anticipation of the modern detective
story. He remarks on “the subtlety and
power of the apparatus which Godwin
chose, surprisingly in a way, to demon
strate fictionally the depth of penetration
of politics into life. Standing on the
threshold of the age of industrial
capitalism, Godwin found almost in
stinctively the symbolism which novelists
were ever after to use to express their
revolt against that age or their ambigu
ous relations towards it. The novel of
crime, of suspense and pursuit, was not
invented by Godwin but in a very real
sense he was the originator of its modern
development.
His influence lies on
Bulwer Lytton's early novels to the
point of plagiarism. There are very
strong links between Lytton and Dickens,
and, of course, between Dickens and
Wilkie Collins. The latter novelist is the
obvious forbear of Conan Doyle and the
detective story proper . . .
“But the idea of Godwin’s which is of
most interest and importance is that of
the criminal as revolutionary. Williams,
falsely accused, is thrown among crim
inals who are almost all depicted in a
favourable light and whose crimes are
raised to the status of deliberate aggres
sions against the injustice of society.
The apotheosis of these criminal figures
is Captain Raymond, the leader of a
band of thieves with whom the fugitive
Williams finds refuge. When Williams
tells him the story of his persecution by
his pursuer, Falkland, Raymond com
ments that this was only fresh instance
of the tyranny and perfidiousness exer
cised by the powerful members of the
community, against those who were less
privileged than themselves’. Those who
saw the human situation in its true light,
Raymond goes on* would take arms in
their defence while it was still in their
power, and set the unjust laws of the
minority at defiance.”
“One must note, too,” says Mr. Fuller,
“the character of Gines, the detective of
Caleb Williams. As we might expect,
Godwin shows him in the clearest sym
bolical light. He is introduced as a
member of Raymond’s gang—its most
violent and unscrupulous member. Later
he deserts and resumes his former occu
pation of police spy. He ends by being
employed by Falkland to track down and
finally to hound Williams.
“All this is a measure of the depth of

Godwin’s criticism of society. In later
English crime novels lhe author's sym
pathy for the criminal wanes, and turns
in the en'd to abhorrence. And the
character of the detective progresses
from the malignant Gines through the
merely ineffectual, obsequious and illiter
ate Nabbem and Sharp of Lytton’s Paul
Clifford and Night and Morning to the
kindly and able Sergeant Cuff of Collins’s
The Moonstone and thence to the god
like Sherlock Holmes et al. In these trends
we may see the gradual acceptance by
the artist of an age which is still unjust
but whose morality has become too
powerful to be challenged.”
Writing in World Review (June, 1951)
on The Novels of William Godwin, Mr.
Angus Wilson introduces his interpreta
tion with these words:
“The increasing pressure of govern
mental power in every guise—left, right
and centre—has reawakened interest in
the theories of political anarchism . . .
“Political Justice, so influential in its
own day, has been once more re-estimated
and found, despite its occasional absurd
dogmatism and its quaint air of pedantry
applied to life, to be a valuable state
ment of the fundamental liberties which
humanity must always protect against the
drive for increased power that inevitably
lies beneath the claims of rulers of what
ever political shade. Godwin's belief in
human perfectibility, his conception of
individual benevolence as universally
latent, and only requiring suitable edu
cation to be universally active, must
appear psychologically naive to Stalinist.
Catholic and Freudian humanist alike,
for all those, in fact to whom the con
ception of original sin or of an elect
are dogmas. Nevertheless, so much has
been seen and felt of the tyrannies which
emphasis on man’s guilt and corruption
are made to justify, than an assertion
of his innate goodness and powers of
love, with the consequent demand for
his full freedom to express them, rouses
a responsive welcome in a bewildered
generation, increasingly impatient of the
claims of its rulers to restrain and con
trol it for its own good.”
Turning to Caleb Williams, and to
Godwin’s later and less remarkable
novels, Mr. Wilson says:
“It is, I believe, the conflicts and
themes of the novels, their remarkable

PLANNING

T h in g s

We

A N exhibition called “Adventure in
Town Planning” which has just been
held at the Institute of Contemporary
Arts illustrates designs for the replanning
of London by the staff and students of
the School of Architecture attached to
the Polish University College, London.
With diagrams and models they illustrate
the final stage of an imaginary long
term redevelopment of thirteen acres of
London together with an overall master
plan. (The proposals were illustrated in Picture Post for 8/9/51.) How are we
to appraise such an exhibition? Is it to
be looked upon as an exercise in what
Prof. Smigielski calls the almost for
gotten art of three-dimensional planning
or is it to be thought of as a solution to
the actual planning problems which
London presents? The organisers em
phasise that the first alternative is the
exhibition’s aim, and they point out that
what they describe as “the artistic aspect”
of planning is neglected to-day since
“town planners are now more concerned
with social and economic aspects than
with the art of shaping physical environ
ment”. But since their ""spatial lan
guage of three-dimensional planning” is
being applied to actual areas of an
actual city one cannot help being struck
by the arbitrary nature of their approach.
Finding that certain areas of London
have a local character, Fleet Street—the
press, Chelsea—art, Soho—food and
entertainment, and so on, they have, in
an almost entirely rebuilt London, given
these same local aspects to these areas.
There is thus a mixture of the “tear’em-down-and-start-again” attitude and
the “conserve-the-Iocal-lraditions” ap
proach. If one adopts the first attitude,
why respect sentimental tradition and
keep Eros in his place in Piccadilly
Circus, and if one adopts the second, why
replan in the rectilinear fashion of these
beautifully executed models which illus
trate a city of a character very different
from that of London?

it
The Polish architects point out (and
we have continually stressed this in
F reedom) that the rebuilding that is
actually being done in London is as
incoherent and indiscriminate” as though
no plan at all had been made. And
while their exhibition, with its emphasis
on long-term aims, reminds us that we
don’t see the wood for the trees—that
in thinking about details we ignore ulti
mate encu~~it is equally true to say
that the same lack of vision affects the
smallest details of urban landscape. The
local authorities who erect fences of
chicken-wire, who plant public gar
dens in the Daily-Main deal-Home-

AND
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if obsessionist, psychological insight, and
their strange moral ambivalence that
fill in the gaps in Godwin’s political
views, that refute the charges of naTvet6.
and reveal him not only as a courageous
opponent of the cruelties and injustices
that scarred the surface of eighteenthcentury order and decency, but also as a
man peculiarly sensitive to the spiritual
terrors and despairs that ay beneath its
intellectual composure and certainty . . .
It is notable, perhaps, that in these same
novels may be seen the symbolic expres
sion of that obsessive hatred or authorityj
—father, State or God—that found fum
outlet in The Revolt of Islam, Trie C.
and Promotheus Unbound. For Godwip
I suspect, from the earliest days oi
Calvinist childhood, the lack of inftmjg
of love, of warmth in life, werSL
spiritual agony which an adolescenc^j
concentrated study could not banish, i
authority of his minister-father, o fW
decrees of Calvin's elect was the i n
source of this agony, this vacuum Ojfl
affections. In Political Justice he sc m
tp express his positive belief in the 11
goodness of men, his negative refu*
accept the family as its means
pression. In Things as They
Caleb Williams, he declares hi&j^r
fight against the dark authority-)
refused him the love he had nei
against the society that supped
authority.”
★

In a broadcast on June 1 4 th !
Mr. Walter Allen develops t h !
view. “Caleb Williams is n fl
than a good novel,” he s a y !
masterpiece; and it’s a m a s te r!
never received anything like W
due—except from Hazlitt. ]
interest, as the historians imply!
only . .. What matters is that iti
of, as it were, permanently lopief
Mr. Allen maintains that Godf
self unwittingly ‘‘put the critiT
wrong scent,” and that ■
especially significant in the ni
gives it its permanent value, ilj
which Godwin did col know]
doing.”
“For what is important
Williams, is the relationship!
Williams and Falkland. This!
ship is altogether at odds w ith ^ H
explicit intentions. For if we b ejH
the novel is really about th e ^ H
of the spirit and character o ffl
ment into every rank of so ci^B
we must believe that in some s e i n |
land is a representative of g ov^H
and Godwin, of course, hated ffiW
concept of government.
B u t!
Williams adores Falkland even w !
W * C o n tin u ed ora

DESIGNING

C an L i v e

Exhibition style, who invoke the Town
and Country Planning Act to prohibit
fly-posting and then permit the enormous
advertising sites of the brewers and
home-perm manufacturers, are hardly
likely to show more discrimination in
bigger things.
We recently quoted a Lancashire
sanitary inspector who declared that

W H A T C A N BE SAID
OF LO N D O N 1
T ONDON of the past was one of
the loveliest cities in Europe.
What could be said of London to-day ?
A casual walk in the City of
London confronts one with incoherent
and indiscriminate rebuilding chal
lenging the general opinion of
building restrictions. The history of
wasted opportunities after the Great
Eire repeats itself. There are not many
places left in London from the
historic past; these few places are now
in danger of being destroyed;
The proposed Colonial Office
Iin Westminster precinct—the Acro
polis of London; the case of Carlton
House Terrace, one of the few build
ings of good scale and proportions
around St. James’s Park; the huge,
soulless structures under the Lessor
Scheme, springing up in various parts
of Central London—these are a few
of the alarming examples which could
be multiplied.
It can hardly be disputed that no
new values are being added to the
visual appearance of the Metropolis
and the existing values, the historic
inheritance, are gradually in the
process of destruction.
This Is happening in the period
which is widely considered as the era
of great town planning development
The Town and Country Planning Act
1947, vested in authorities an un
limited power of control over human
environment. This revolutionary ac
of legal planning embarked the nation
on a great experiment, which may
change the physical structure of towns
and country in the years to come.
The idea leaps to mind, what irre
parable damage could he done, taking
into consideration the present low
level of civic art, if economic condi
tions and prospect of realisation
suddenly improvedI
—W. K. Smigiblski.

With

adult education began round the kif
sink. In the same way, W. R. Lett#
a philosopher of town-planning w’
ideas were too simple for peopled
understand them, used to say that tq
planning began with white-washing
the backyard. Until we have leatf
what he called “town-tidying”, a n i l
“conservative surgery” which Paff
Geddes advocated in his work in In*
cities, we cannot hope to make a
cess of the “artistic aspect of plann^
that is worrying Professor Smigielski
his students.
★

The local authorities may have fail
to learn what Lethaby and Geddes
William Morris tried to teach, but t
architects of the South Bank Exhibitii
which closed last Sunday, did not fa!
For what was most significant about thr
exhibition was not the objects on sho
inside the buildings, but the buildingti
themselves and their surroundings. T h e r !
we could see the effect of good d e s ig n
in all the little dstails of urban en v iro n !
ment for which the Architectural Review 1
has coined the word townscape, and in i
the street furniture which composes it.
Street furniture—lamp standards, tele-!
phone boxes, coffee stalls, letter boxes, I
signposts, sandbins, litter baskets, tele
graph poles, and bus stops, was discussed
by Lord Latham in his address to the
“ Design Congress” organised by the
Council for Industrial Design last month.
“Our modern street furniture is street
clutter,” he exclaimed, “and no-one seems
capable of restoring order out of chaos.”
Lord Latham ended his speech by urging
that " design policy should be the interest

and care of the highest level of manage
ment” and that the ” lower levels of
management and those they com
missioned be given the fullest freedom
to exercise their brains, their skill and
their imagination with encouraged en
thusiasm
We disagree profoundly! For while
we are not well enough versed in the
niceties of precedence and status to know
where the line of demarcation lies in the
managerial hierarchy between the “lower
levels of management” and the upper
levels of workers, what we are concerned
with above all is that everyone should
have “the fullest freedom to exercise
their skill and their imagination.”
Then perhaps design and planning could
become more than an exhibition frolic
and more than an academic exercise.
For, as somebody else said in a casual
remark at the Design Congress, The
purpose of design is to make things we
can live with.”
|j

ft
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his films. Charlie Chaplin’s main
■jock-jn-trade is the situation of
^an, weak and pathetic figure
5gb be may be, never endingly
ipainst huge forces of convenand its various guardians,
$er the rich or the police themI The few films he has made
the past twenty years have
^increasingly apparent social
culm inating in the frank
[^private versus public m uris “ M onsieur Verdoux”.
*surprise therefore when
lography claimed for him
jin was an anarchist. Now
Jbwn reported statement to
Effect.
r p n s e to the informed
If his films and of the
^vprid. perhaps. Yet for
it has been whispered
jfan was a Com m unist, or
fcu n ist sympathies. Inhe was to some extent
jy the general attitude tormmunism.
Com m unist Parties have
£ an established practice of
|fdl sorts of progressive and
characters of eminence as
f In France, for example,
B blushingly claim Louise
Pbe heroine of the Com m une
outspoken a n a rc h ist
In
Sto-day they im ply that Joe
I.W .W . songster, was a
i s t though few organisae m ore bitterly hostile to
than the I.W .W . Even m ore
By they claim the anarchists
and Vanzetti, while D urruti,
pstanding revolutionary figure
I Spanish Civil W ar, and an
lopponent of Soviet intervenf would have been “ if he had
r say the Communists, “one of
[ T heir claims for W illiam
i as a devoted follower of
fen are. perhaps, more ludicrous
* effect o f such whispers, bowis to tie up any progressive
the cause of Stalinism. But to
(effective it requires ignorance on
jpan of the public. T he reaction
buick to use the same implication
G n st revolutionary or progressive
plviduals and so becomes the ally
Communism. Meanwhile, there
re not lacking those in the propessive ranks who imagine they can
jli&eM Com m unism, or influence it;
fcbose vanity makes them easy game
to r the Party.
In everyday parlance one is often
(surprised to hear someone say of the
bearer of advanced ideas that be is
“a bit of a Communist'*. Now quite
| apart from the identification of an
I independent individual with a party
whose face and reputation and
policy and tactics are continually
changing, this kind of thing is
utterly confusing for the cause of
advanced ideas. Instead of being
judged for what they are worth,
they become obscured behind a
hedge of political prejudice and
loyalties. Nothing could well be
m ore damaging to the cause of
progress in ideas, which dem ands
before everything more clarity of
thought, not less.
Com m unist taints have a way of
sticking, and it is often not enough
fo r some well-meaning progressive
figure to deny that he is not a com 
m unist at a time when Com m unism
is unpopular. In general, it is m ore
convincing for a m an, instead of
saying w hat he is not, to state un
equivocally what he is. C om m un
ism is not healthy in Am erica at the
present tim e: Chaplin shows his
iinure when he declares himself

HAT has become, after ten years,
of the 450,000 Volga German
colonists whom Stalin by a secret decree
of September 24th, 1941, had deported
to Siberia and to the Asiatic possessions
of the Soviet Union at the beginning of
the Russo-German war?

from the Eastern Zone, and who after
his return to Germany, escaped and
reached the West.
The Stuttgarter Zeitung of 8/8/51 gives
the following account:
“Working in an aviation factory near
Kuibishev, during the year 1948, this
engineer one day met a score of young
women who were waiting for the boat
to take them back to their place of
work. They spoke German correctly
with the 'Slight Swabian accent which
the Volga Germans have never lost
since Catherine II in the years
1764-1773 made them settle in Russia.
They told him that their families had
been taken away in the autumn of 1941
from the villages of MarienthalFriedensfeld, Warenburg, and WiesenmUller, for an unknown destination.
The operation had been sudden and
unexpected, without any warning.
Nothing could be taken with them,
neither household goods nor personal
effects. The older children were
separated from their parents, husbands
and wives were parted and the long
journey into the unknown began for
each, under the charge of the Soviet
Government. From a few letters re
ceived later by the girls, they learnt
that their parents were in Siberia where
they worked on the collective farms in
very poor conditions.

What is the fate of these peasant
settlers from the banks of the great river
in the provinces of Saratov and Tamara,
who ten years ago still constituted their
own “Soviet Republic"’, and of whom
the Great Encyclopaedia published in
Moscow in 1929 said these words:
“The development of the economy
and the rational culture of the Volga
Germans makes rapid progress towards
a better and happier livelihood. The
Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic
of Volga Germans has become a
flourishing Republic of socialist
culture.”
Where now are the members of this
little nation, who were suddenly uprooted
en masse and whose “Soviet Republic
has been “Russified”?
The first news on this subject has been
made public in Germany by a former
engineer from the Junker works, who
was deported to Russia in 1946 with
several hundred German technicians

FOREIGN

FREEDOM
CREAKING last week at a ceremony
in Washington, at which the United
States Constitution and Declaration of
Independence were sealed in new pro
tective cases, Mr. Truman said that “by
resorting to the worst evils of ancient
tyranny the Soviet rulers have held their
citizens in terror and bondage, while
freedom is growing in the rest of the
world.” And though the report of the
speech does not add between brackets
[loud applause] we do not doubt that
in fact his words were received with
smug approbation by those present.
There can surely be no stronger op
ponents of the Russian system than the
anarchists, who were among Lenin’s first
political victims. Vet we would never be
so stupid as to put forward as an argu
ment against the regime in Russia that
“it holds its citizens in terror and bond
age”. It is just not true, at least within
the meaning given to these words by Mr.
Truman. There are obviously millions
of people in Russia who are—to a
greater or lesser degree—fanatical sup
porters of Stalin and his leaders, and
who are convinced of their own hap
piness within that regime. It may be
argued that they cherish illusions about
Sul in and of the true meaning of
happiness, but no more than those who
agree with Truman that “freedom is
growing in the rest of the world”.
Mr. Truman also said “Soviet citizens
live in fear. Their society is a jungle
through which the naked power of
government prowls like a beast of prey
making all men afraid.” From this sen
tence it is clear that Mr. Truman wants
us to believe that all men are afraid in
Russia and from the previous sentence
quoted that in all countries outside
Russia’s sphere of influence “freedom is
growing”.
How ironical such a statement is just
when the whole world is in the process
of preparing for another war (though we
have yet to discover a single person in
any country who wants war) and peacelime conscription has now become the
rule even in those countries such as
America and Britain where up to 1939
it was unknown. /niernuliontilisTi reveal
ing article in Iasi week's Thu bom should
be carefully read because he effectively
explodes the Troman myth that “free
dom is growing” in the anii-Communist
nations. As he rightly points out, we
must face the la d that if the present
tread continues, in a generation or two
there will be no more civilians; ail will
be soldiers.
Nowhere in the world in fact is “free*
dom growing”—for everywhere in the
world government is becoming stronger,
more ruthless, more centralised. Ami

to be an anarchist, unpopular and
illegal for three-quarters of a cen
tury. But, whatever the official
American attitude towards it, Anar
chism in America as elsewhere is
clearly differentiated from Com
munism or any other political
organisation in having an entirely
h i^n m in KU hit
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“The girls themselves worked, they
said, in a cement works forty kilo
metres from Kuibishev. In all there
were 500 German girls there, in a
work camp. In the evening at nine
o’clock everyone was to be in her
numbered bed, where they were
counted like cattle before being shut
in until morning. None of them had
any of the personal documents indispensible for moving about in Russia.
To go as far as Kuibishev they had
to have a special permit. They were
compelled to do the heaviest work for
the lowest wages in conditions inferior
to those of the Russians employed in
the same factory. It was forbidden for
them to marry. Thus they were all
filled with the sense of being slaves
with no hope of any possible ameliora
tion of their lot.
“When asked whether the Volga
Germans had, after the declaration of
war, shown any opposition to the
Russian authorities, the girls replied
with a categorical ‘no’. The Volga
Republic was run with absolute loyalty.
The Russians envied its inhabitants
because of their relative prosperity.
“Thus the Soviet state, needing to
find room for the refugees from the
eastern provinces had seized the oppor
tunity to ‘liquidate’ the Volga German
colonists—whose autonomy had been,

GROWING
cepted without debate, although there is
no evidence that the public demands it
and much evidence that our wisest
leaders of both parties fear its conse
quences. After all, only two months ago,
the Gallup poll showed a majority in
support of General MacArthur’s militant
proposals, and it is hardly likely that the
majority supports the opposite policy to
day. As so often in recent years, the
political leaders, not the public, have
failed.” (Our italics.)

TH E KOREAN INFERNO
n p H E Manchester Guardian has been

publishing a series of outstanding
articles under the main heading of “The
Korean Purgatory” which make no
attempt at whitewashing what is really
happening in Korea, and the picture that
emerges is so ghastly as to be almost
unbelievable. It is impossible to sum
marise them; the descriptions of the
plight of the refugees should cause a
wave of indignation which should place
the politicians responsible for the Korean
war and for the delay in declaring an
armistice in the same category as the
German war criminals. Also in that
category should be placed those journa
lists who are urging that the war shall
be continued. The American New
Leader, which sees Communists lurking
in every corner, has come out with an
hysterical article on “Appeasement in
Korea” (10/9/51) in which it accuses the
American political leaders, Republican
and Democratic of joining in “tacit
appeasement because each fears that it
will be accused by the other of needlessly
prolonging the Korean war . .
“The necessity for the cease-fire is ac-

“This mass call-up took the form of
an immense police raid, which was
especially drastic iit the regions near the
38th parallel, it is said to have rounded
up 700,000 young people, but in the
absence of any sort o f official record,
(he figures cannot be checked. The
round-up took place mainly in the
winter, amid frightful cold- In the nanic

We suggest that the New Leader and
their “democratic” buddies send Dr.
Gallop to Korea to enquire what “the
public demands” there. And to Mr.
Truman one might ask, “Is this an ex
ample of the ‘freedom’ that ‘is growing
in the rest of the world*?” Who knows
but that in our world of atomic and
bacteria] warfare, “freedom” will become
synonymous with death?
L ibertarian .

ITALIAN LAND SEIZURES

“ln Seoul there are five [hospitals]
crammed with patients and lacking every
thing—medicaments, beds, doctors, staffs.
In one which 1 visited there were a
hundred patients, with two doctors,
three assistants and fifteen nurses to look
after them. Dying people lay in the
corridors. Children covered with blood

One of the main regions occupied was
north of Rome, around Civitavecchia.
Here, according to the union, the reason
was that, though land there was due
to be expropriated under the land reform
law, not one acre had yet been
distributed.
The Times, 25/9/51.

ocument
NE of Pusan’s worst tragedies, and
lone of ihe most significant ones,
was the scandal of the ‘reserve army’.
Credit must be given to the Assembly for
its courage in putting an end to the
scandal. At the time of the first retreat
of the Northerners in face of the advance
of General MacArthur’s troops in the
autumn of 1950. the Communists had
taken with them to the north the whole
of the youth of Seoul: all the boys and
men between fifteen and thirty years of
age and all the girls and women of
sixteen to twenty-five—in all a quarter
of a million young people. When the
great Chinese thrust southward came in
January 1951, ihe Syngman Rhee refugee
Government at Pusan took alarm at the
prospect of a further mass kidnapping,
and ordered the call-up of all the young
men and their transfer to the south. This
had a double advantage: they would be
out of reach of the Northerners and
they could he formed into a second army
alongside the Regulars. The organisation
and training of this “reserve army*\ as
if was called, were entrusted to the
“National Guard**, the paramilitary
youth organisation which the Syngman
Rhcc Government had called into being.

“Such dre the thanks of Stalin to the
German peasants of the Volga, who,
in their zeal, had offered, from
January 31st, 1926, to make their
republic an example to the whole
country in the modernisation of Soviet
agrarian economy!”

Listen to the M.G. correspondent’s
description of the Korean inferno: “The
first wave of refugees—l was about to
say of ihe attack—broke over the pro
vince of Seoul under the impact of the
Chinese invasion. From Pyongyang, the
Communist capital, alone, three hundred
thousand Koreans fied southward-. In
the frightful cold they died in their
thousands on the roads. Babies on their
mother's backs became little frozen
corpses, thrown by and by into a ditch.
Children at death's door were dispatched
by their parents. Files of refugees passed
over the frozen rivers and were drowned
when the ice collapsed beneath their
weight. As the old people came out of
an ice-cold ford, the veins could be seen
bursting on their legs.

THE
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“The engineer had another en
counter with a Volga German who was
employed as a truck driver. His wife,
with four children, was on a kolkhoz
near Kasakstan, while his parents had
been deported to Usbekistan.
His
family had lived before the war near
the town of Engels (formerly Pokorvok) the capital of the Volga Republic.
He himself, as a driver-mechanic had
been sent to an industrial district
where he had been attached to a state
building enterprise at Biesmyaka. He
lived there in a labour camp with
thirty of his compatriots whose
families were scattered throughout
Siberia. The driver and his com
panions had, naturally, no right to
change their jobs, he could not drive
on any road but that between his
workplace and the town. He had been
promised that his family would be
permitted to join him, but this promise
had not .been kept.

lay on stretchers; they had been struck
by fragments from exploding mines.
There were victims of napalm bombing,
their bodies one vast burn.”

COMMENTARY

freedom can only “grow” where men are
in control of their lives, for as Herbert
Read has so well put it, “freedom . . .
is a positive condition—specifically, free
dom to create, freedom to become what
one is.” And how can that be when
we are being herded like cattle by those
who think they know best what i§ good
for us?

proclaimed by Stalin himself and to
settle in their lands the refugees from
the frontier regions.

KOREAN

for

Land was yesterday occupied by pea
sants in a wide area to the south of
Rome. The action was on a larger scale
than any that has taken place for some
time, and the obvious co-ordination be
hind it suggested careful planning.
Some tens of thousands of peasants
took part, .and police, sent from Rome
in large numbers, intervened to remove
the men from the land; 34 were arrested.
The occupation was apparently or
ganised by the Confederterra, the
Communist-dominated agricultural union,
whose notices Terra e non guerra (Land
and not war) have recently been pro
minent in the areas concerned.

WAR

the

Record

gether and sent under strong guard, on of_the principal leaders or had served to
foot, by road to the south. Thousands reward their accomplices.
fell exhausted on the way or died of
“The Assembly enforced the resigna
cold, or Bed. Those who reached the tion
of the Defence Minister and the
south numbered a little less than dissolution
of the National Guard. The
400,000.
new Minister of Defence cut out the
“In the environs of Pusan and in the abcess. in spite of every official effort to
northern provinces, they were parked in hush up the affair and protect those
camps surrounded by Barbed wire. The responsible. General Kim was arrested.
number of camps is staled to have been On July 19th he was court-martialled at
54. The recruits remained (here for five Taegu and sentenced to ‘death, with four
months, doing nothing, and dying of cold accomplices. The guilty persons had
and hunger. Nothing had been organised pocketed five millards of wons (nearly
for them: nothing had been planned, a million dollars). For how many deaths
and there were no instructors, apart from had they been responsible? An oppon
a few National Gaards in charge of the ent of Syngman Rhee gave a figure—
camps. There were no arms for this fifty thousand. This, no doubt, was
future army. Above all, there was no greatly exaggerated. But, since no list
clothing, there were no blankets, and the of the recruits had been drawn up, the
food was appalling. The unfortunate exact number of victims will never be
young men died in the camps like flies. known. It should certainly have been
After a few months the ‘reserve army* possible to count the survivors as they
was composed of starving hordes among left the camps.
whom dyteniry and tuberculosis were
“For they were simply turned out; the
galef of the camps were opened and
rampant.
“The National Assembly was horri they were put once more on the road.
Most of them were ill and withered to
fied. it was found that the head of
the organisation, Brigadier-General Kim the bone. They were abandoned, with
resources and without regular rations,
Youn-keun. a soldier of long service out
for they were no longer anybody’s
who had risen from the ranks and who
business. Many died in the overcrowded
had been honoured by the President's hospitals
of Pusan. Others wandered
confidence, had dipped deep, with a about the regions of the South. The rest
number of accomplices, into the fund of returned northward. They kept together
Iwent y milliard wons (almost four mil in gaunt, violent bands, singing the
lion dollars) provided by the Budget for *Internationale’.”
the reserve army. They had actually sold
—By Robert GuiUain, special cor
the rice intended for the camps, and
respondent of the Mi
millions supposed to have been expended
Guardian and Le Mot
on clothing, feeding, training, and arming
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(from an Indian correspondent)
'T 'H E people are not asked before
elections what
wh they like to have, but

are told what they must think they should
have. And the people who vote, do so
according to the dictates of their
favourite party. Public' affairs are ex
ploited by all parties. They all say,
choose us to rule, for the other parties
are deceiving you and want to impose
their rule over you. The people are
made to believe that their interests are
the parties' interests and the parties’ in
terests are their interests. Don’t think
of your own affairs, they all plead. The
people have no choice except among
those who confuse their minds and make
them fight one another to put others in
office. *
People are asked to put the seal upon
their own doom. That is political
democracy. It is supposed that the
elected are the representatives of the
people and “therefore” serve them. That
is called “representative government”,
and it is supposed to be government of
the people, by the people, for the people.
But in fact it is a dictatorship by a part
of the elected over all the people.
If, in a general election, only one party
gets the absolute majority in parliament,
it means not only that this party is the
dictator but that the votes of all those
who have polled for( others have been
rendered valueless, nullified. They have
lost their rights of representation in the
parliament. They are as good as dead
so far as the parliament is concerned,
although some of the men whom they
voted for may be elected. They are
helots till another general election takes'
place.
If the parliament has a party which is
bigger than others separately, but has
not a majority for any party, an absolute
majority, then there may be a coalition.
But in the coalition, all parties will not
be in the cabinet. That means those
electors who had voted for others not
represented in the cabinet will have no
effective voice although they have voted
“their” representatives. Thus all their
votes are wasted, and go into the waste
basket or dust bin. Yet they are
called “people’s representatives” even by
those in parliament who are in an in
effective minority. These may be half
ELECTORAL MANIFESTO
ELECTION.—Able Journalist drafts
speeches for busy men: imperial, com
mercial, social, post-prandiaL
-—Advert in The Times, 29/9/51.
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of: the members of the parliament. They have to pay according to the conspiracy
■II to ll- Kilt
-II
_i________ _ - :C
_r
will
talk but nothing .will
change,
as if of
the lawyers sent to conspire together
they did not exist there. In an English in parliaments. The people's case is safe
constituency, only those who poll highest, in their hands. The people have only
whatever the total number of votes cast to obey and—pay. Nice representation
to other, rival candidates, are elected. this. It is for this conspiracy that all
Thus often a minority gets its candidates are* asked to go to polls. They are
elected but they are supposed to “repre muddled By promises to do good. Vote
sent all”. That is nonsense. It is a the conspirators to conspire against you,
lottery. The man who carried away the so the leaders and newspapers say day
first prize represents all and does good in and day out. That is people’s repre
to all who have lost. The voters for the sentation and people’s democracy alike.
defeated candidates have to wait until Elect your own hangmen, they say.
the next election. And they start the
The fact is that no-one can represent
game over again! The voters of these
candidates have really no representation another and be identical in interests with
the
represented. The electors cannot vote
in the parliament during the intervening
years. The^parliament is the nation with every day and have to wait for the next
out the representation of the defeated elections. In the meanwhile, the elected
are allowed to vote for themselves every
voters.
The fact is that the moment I vote day as it suits them. Representative
for another, I lose my rights. I cannot government is proxy democracy, Ersatz
be present there and argue for myself. or substitute democracy. There is prob
A lawyer is a typical “representative” of ably democracy among the proxies but
the people. He represents his client, not among the represented. It is not
whether the client loses or not. If the government by the people, therefore of
client loses his case and has to pay out, the people and for the people. The
he will earn all the same. If the client symbol, called parliament, does not be
has to be sent to jail, the lawyers will come the reality by election. An idol
not say: I will go to jail for you. It is not God, but a symbol of stone or
is the client, whom the lawyer represents, wood or something else. Living demo
who has to go to jail, all because the cracy cannot be proxy democracy, in
client cannot say what he wants. He which election kills democracy. Either
has to bear responsibility for the law all must be able to represent themselves
yer’s foolishness. If not roguery! In at all places in all matters daily and
many democratic countries, the “accused” hourly or there will be no democracy but
are not allowed to plead for themselves. a sham in that name.
So it is in every parliament. The voters
Politics is illusion.

DISHONOURABLE ARMIES

“ A M o ra l D u ty to D iso b e y "
C ontinued from p. 1

that Japan was, seeking to surrender, for
the ■scientific purpose of ascertaining
whether • a plutonium bomb was as
effective as a uranium ,bomb. A mass
fire raid was carried out on Dresden on
February 13th, 1945, at a time when we
knew Dresden was packed with refugees,
and approximately 250,000 refugees were
killed that night. These things were done
in accordance with superior orders. Do
not let us be'too self-righteous. In war
horrible things are done by both sides.”
War is horrible, but the reconstruction
of armies, including the German Army,
is necessary!
German soldiers are
wrong to obey orders but what about
our own? These questions arise without
prompting from anarchists, or anti
militarists.
Mr.. A. K. Hudson, sheds some more
realistic light in a letter of 26th Sept.:
“ T he honour of the German soldier’ is
a dangerous, hypnotising phrase; it be
trays a way of thinking which is alto
gether out of place in the year 1951.
Whatever may have been the case in the
fourteenth century, to-day the plain fact
is that the conscribed soldiers of any
nation are citizens in uniform . . . if he
is given monstrous orders . . . he has a
moral duty to disobey, whatever the
cost to himself.” And he concludes:
“Actually, ‘the honour of the German
soldier* means, to the unbewitched, as
much or as little as ‘the honour of the
German doctor’ or ‘the honour of the
German grocer’. For the bewitched it
has a mystical significance, which em
bodies a constant political and social
threat.”

Morality—or Discipline F
It remained for the Hon. William
Douglas Home to point out some more
inconsistencies and absurdities. He com
pares Mussolini’s “Credere, combattere,
obbedire” to Tennyson’s “Their’s not to
reason why, Their’s but to do and die.”
And he accuses all the correspondents of
missing the point. ‘T he point is not
morality, it is military discipline: the
argument is not German, it is inter
national.” This writer trenchantly con

CALEB

L E T T E R S TO T H E

cludes : “I wonder how Mr. Waley
would write if the correspondence were
headed “The British Soldier.” Would he
write “. . . If the men who serve in a
British Army are to have a code of
‘Credere, combattere, obbedire’ they will
will not be the soldiers of a ‘free’
Britain. . . . ” If he did so, gnd he is—
as I suspect—a civilian, he- would be
preaching not Conservatism, nor Social
ism, nor Liberalism, nor Communism—
all of which creeds insist on military
discipline—but pure anarchy. If he were
a soldier he would find himself in the
guard room in peace time and in Wormword Scrubs in war time. And quite
rightly. No army can exist without
its discipline. What has Mr. Waley to
say to that? Perhaps he will consider
laying off the German Army so that he
may do his homework first?”
It might appear from Douglas Home's
letter that he is in favour of discipline,
and that his reference to anarchy is
derisive. Actually he has special author
ity in what he writes. For when he was
in command as an officer after the in
vasion of Europe in 1944, he received
orders to bombard a town which had
already surrendered—and he refused to
obey the order. As a result he was
court-martialled and sentenced to a year’s
imprisonment. This was in a democratic
army.

SUBJECT R A C E IN E N G L A N D t

T WAS very interested in the letter of
A “Dromengro" (see F reedom , 22/9 /5 1 )
and Augustus John’s letter in F reedom ,
29/9/51). In my boyhood days, 60 years
ago, 1 lived with gipsies, and as my
grandmother was a tatcho puro ratti, a
genuine old pure blood romany, 1 know
much of their make-up. The gipsy has
always been lied about by people who
could never understand his mentality, for
they are a type apart from the orthodox.
Regarding these new inflictions im
posed on them, 1 cannot see any escape
for them in this island, they are penned
in, in a country much centralised. In
Nazi Germany, Hitler had many thou
sands killed in the gas chambers, but
many got out of Germany. Stalin tried
in many ways to cajole the gipsies into
being cogs in his workshop, but in spite
of all the water-tight regulations in the
U.S.S.R., many escaped, and got even
farther off than Kirghistan, for gipsies
have many ways and means of their own.
There is, however, no such escape
here, no frontiers to get across into a
new country, and 1 am afraid that the
gipsies are doomed to be driven off their
open air life on the road to herd into
the slums of the cities, where they will
carry on an existence somehow, minus
the time-clock. But as gipsies will not fit
in with town life, they will gradually be
elminated—a slow process of getting rid
of a nuisance in the machine age/
The armament drive, the export drive,
the work-harder produce-more stunts are
probably the cause of the latest inflic
tions on the gipsies, but they are not of
the type to fit in with compounds. The
word lazy is often applied to the gipsy.
This is another lie—one should see them
pea-picking, hop-picking or on any farmwork paid for by results and not for
fixed wages, to see how they work.
Gipsy women tramp miles with the
basket in all manner of weather. The
gorgio woman couldn’t do it if she tried
to, for one day would suffice for her and
she would hurry back to the ease of the
workshop next day.
I take exception to the heading, “A
Subject Race in England,” for the gipsies,
persecuted in every way in every age,
but never subjected, are a people who in
rags feel superior in the wisdom of life
to the .gorgios who submit like sheep to
the loss of individual freedom. The
gipsy will tell you that the Things he
knows are not found in books, but
learned from life, a life less fettered, less
restricted than is the life of the gorgio,
and he is scornful of the most cherished
customs and duties and fetters of civilisa
tion, he will laugh at you inwardly.
Though gipsies are very proud of their
individuality, in their life they are very
communistic, and have not the reverence
for private property so general amongst
gorgios. To me anarchism is the nearest
approach which offers much to a people
who are lovers of freedom. Certainly they
know nothing of anarchism as a philo
sophy of life, but I feel it has more in
common with their make-up than any
other system.

Generally with ih« gorgios the
is
secretive, furtive, due to past persecution
and always on the alert e\pecun| a. blow
of some kind, but among hi* own people
he is open, never smug, and as
their
nature, free. The heritage of the road
has been the gipsy’s for centuriei NotfJ
it is to be wrested away irora hun b ji
the welfare state. It is
Wtip
thing to drive the gipsy
™ lofB
but it is just part of the octopus wh
aims to destroy what is natural* »n *8
direction.
.J _
Moss Side.
PaiSI-M* N*

Pacifist A ctio n H olds U p th e A r m y
TN view of the correspondence we have
rM'Anfltr
KI ichpH nn
on*
recently published
on tVia
the ic
issue
of
violent or non-violent resistance to the
State, we have pleasure in drawing atten
tion to A. recent instance where passive
resistance was—apparently successfully—
put into operation in Wales.
The Sunday Times (30/9/51) reports:
“Military traffic to and from the
Army training ground at Trawsfynydd,
Merioneth, was held up for more than
three hours yesterday by a group of
120 Welsh men and women who formed
a human barrier in the road at the en-

WILLIAMS

revolted against and rejected predestina
I F 1Continued from p. 2
hates him; one might say that his very tion and the God of Calvinism he wrote,
curiosity about him is a manifestation of “The right of the creator does not ex
his Jove for him; and at the end, when tend to the making of an innocent being,
he is driven in final desperation to in in a comprehensive sense, and with a
form on Falkland as a murderer and view to the whole of his existence,
Falkland reveals himself, in his con miserable. God himself has not the
fession of guilt, in his true nobility, and right to be a tyrant.” Therefore, he over
then dies, Williams is struck down by the threw God, and having done so, he went
on to finish the job by overthrowing,
most bitter remorse.”
“. . . The root of Williams’s miseries on paper at least, the very bases of
is a single daring intellectual speculation, secular government. But thorough-going
that Falkland's manifest guilt can only intellectual though he was, emancipated
have arisen from his having committed as he might think himself to be from
murder. But Godwin himself had just Blake's “mind-forged manacles”, he was
committed, in the writing of Political still tied to God emotionally by the
Justice the most daring speculation of his profoundest sentiments of fear and
time; and it was a speculation, as he well remorse, tied to him even by love.
“ My conclusion is, then, that Caleb
knew, that at that particular moment in
history could easily have brought misery Williams is not, as conventionally
down on him, in the shape of a prison assumed, an allegory of the political state
sentence and probably transportation to of England in the seventeen-nineties
Botany Bay. That he escaped the effects but the symbolic statement of its
of Pitt’s repressive legislation at all is author’s relation to God in all its ambi
still somewhat surprising.
valence. I believe the symbolism arose
But while this may explain Williams naturally through his concentration on
it doesn’t explain Falkland, who, what his fable of relentless pursuit and flight;
ever else he may stand for, cannot stand which is itself an archetypal human
for the arbitrary power of William Pitt. situation. And the beauty of symbolism
T o ' explain Falkland 1 believe we have is that the symbol, when used success
to go behind Political Justice and further fully as Godwin used it, can never be
back into Godwin’s history . . . When he reduced to any single meaning, can never

EDITORS

trance to the camp. They were protesting
I
III
°
acquisition by .the
War mw.
Office
of 5,000 acres in addition to the 10,000
already acquired as artillery training
ground.
The military did not intervene. When
approached by the police for their names
and addresses the squatters stood politely
and promptly sat down again. Mr.
Gwynfor Evans, a barrister, president of
the Welsh Nationalist Party, said: “We
have accomplished what we set out to
do.” This was the second similar demon
stration outside the camp in recent
weeks.

oagainst
n a in ri tk
a
the

be pinned down precisely or translated into
any one concept. It is its every am
biguity, shadowiness, that makes the
symbol so potent to disturb the mind.
And the potency of Godwin's great sym
bols in Caleb Williams remains; which is
why when reading the novel to-day we
are struck by its astonishing topicality,
its affinity with the novels—and the
relations outlined in them—of writers
like Kafka or Graham Greene; why we
recognise a kinship with Orwell's Nineteen-Elghtyfour—for who is Falkland in
one aspect if not the "Big Brother” of
an age politically more innocent than
ours?”

FRANZ KAFKA
'T ’HE references to Kafka in ^ B
A Isaacs' remarkable article,.V”T1
of Anxiety” ( F r e ed o m , 15/ 9/ 51)1
to mind a cryptic entry in KafkW
in 1913: “ Don’t forget K ro p o tk ^
Mr. Max Brod, Kafka’s
biographer explains that
memoirs, and those of Alexanl
were his favourite books.
London.
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What is the true significance of Caleb
Williams which as Mr. J. Isaacs in his
new book on Twentieth Century Litera
ture, says "grows in stature with the
passing of time". Is it as he said, “a
psychological thriller with a political
motive"; is it as Mr. Allen says, “drama
of the soul"; is it as Mr. H. N. Brailsford
said, "the one great work of fiction in
our language which owes its existence to
the fruitful union of the revolutionary
and the romantic movements .
The
novel which can give rise to these varied
interpretations is worth reprinting. and
we, like Mr. Brailsford, hope that a pub
lisher will be found to put it back into
circulation.
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